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Let L be a selfadjoint differential operator, J is the multiplication operator
by sgn x. The question is the similarity of J-selfadjoint operator A = JL to
a selfadjoint operator.

The first approach is based on Krein-Langer spectral theory of definiti-
zable operators in a Krein space. If L > δ > 0 the results of B. Ćurgus,
H. Langer, B. Najman, M. Faierman on the regularity of the critical point ∞
imply that JL is similar to selfadjoint operator for a wide class of differen-
tial operators L. If inf σc(L) = 0 the question is more difficult, since it leads
to the investigation of the regularity of critical point 0. What is why only
several model operators were studied in this case.

The aim of the talk is to apply Naboko-Malamud similarity criterion to J-
selfadjoint differential operators. This method gives new results if inf σc(L) =
0 and allows to deal with the case σc(L) ∩ (−∞, 0) 6= ∅.

1. Let L = p(−id/dx), where p(t) = t2n + a2n−1t
2n−1 + · · · + a0 is a

polynomial with real coefficients. Then the operator A = (sgn x)p(−id/dx)
acting in L2(R) is similar to a selfadjoint operator iff p is nonnegative [1].

2. In [2] we consider L = −d2/dx2 + q(x) in L2(R), with a finite-zone
potential q. In this case σdisc(A) is finite and A admits a decomposition
A = Adisc+̇Aess, σ(Adisc) = σdisc(A), σ(Aess) = σess(A) ⊂ R. The criterion
of similarity to selfadjoint for Aess is obtained. The examle of operator JL
which is similar to selfadjoint and σac(L) ∩ (−∞, 0) 6= ∅ is given.

3. Let Q be a lower semibounded selfadjoint operator acting in a sep-
arable Hilbert space H. Consider a J-selfadjoint Sturm-Liouville operator
with an operator potentail A = (sgn x)(−d2/dx2 + Q) in the space of vector-
functions L2(R,H). Then the spectrum of A is real. The operator A is
similar to a selfadjoint operator iff the operator Q is nonnegative [3]. Dif-
ferent applications of this result to J-selfadjoint partial differential operators
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are given.
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